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Join Moana, Maui, Heihei, and Pua for some oceanic coloring fun! Includes awesome

black-and-white coloring and activity pages from the latest Disney film, Moana. Add color to every

page and bring their brave adventure to life!
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This is a decent book for the price. It does have "activities" so if you're not a fan of those (like me)

you might be a little disappointed. But for every two pages of activities there's four pages of

colourable scenes from the movie which is what I was after. The paper is incredibly thin, as most

books for children are, and is a smooth, greyish off-white. It should take well to crayons and pencils,

but would not advise other mediums. All in all if you're an adult or child fan of the movie this is a

good book, and the cover is a nice and firm coated cardstock to prevent damage to the inner pages.

Got this for my two granddaughters. For their birthday in December. One had her birthday on

December 5 and the other had it on December 8 and I but gel pens to go with it and they at they

really loved it

I was a little annoyed at first, since I ordered both books, but this one has a lot more pages. Unlike

one of the other reviewers, this did not come with any stickers. As a color book, it is nice, I actually

got one for myself for an upcoming car trip. For the price, it was worth it, lots of pages.



these were all purchased for a 3 yr old and 6 yr old grandchild. They enjoy the mailman's stop and

spend the afternoon with the books.

Nice heavy pages

very nice coloring book with BIG PICTURES, My granddaughter loves these books..

My grands loved it

Awesome
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